15 Differences Between ATEM Mini vs YoloBox for Multicam Live Streaming

It’s tricky to compare equipment for live streaming, but I know I am always looking for something that works easier and faster.

There is no denying that live streaming is becoming a part of everyone’s lives and businesses.

Since I have tried various forms of devices and software, I would like to compare two of them.

Let’s take a look at 15 differences between the Blackmagic Design ATEM Mini and the YoloLiv YoloBox.
To be fair, I will also include in the comparison the latest ATEM Mini Pro ISO, which I have not personally tested.

I will take a deep look at what’s considered traditional and what’s innovative.

Don’t go for the latest and greatest though, instead look for features that best suit your requirement.
You may just be a small business trying to survive the pandemic...

“A small boutique survived the coronavirus pandemic by live streaming fashion shows on Facebook” – CNN

Or a big business taking advantage of the technology...

“Xiaomi CEO’s live-streaming debut gets more than 50 million viewers, US$30 million in sales” – Yahoo News

Or maybe you just want to live stream for fun and risk getting arrested...

“20-year-old arrested after live-streaming his attempt to break into a Chicago ATM” – Fox 8 News

Welcome to VIDEOLANE.COM, where I share my videography gear and video editing software experience.

If you have not done so and don’t want to miss out, SUBSCRIBEEEE!

So without further ado, let’s cut to the chase.

#1 Price
As at August 2020...

- The price of ATEM Mini at Amzn is US$295.
- The price of YoloBox at Amzn is US$1098.
- There is also the ATEM Mini Pro ISO at US$895.
- The ATEM Mini is only a multicam switcher.
- The YoloBox is a multicam switcher, a live stream encoder, a preview monitor, and a recorder.
- The ATEM Mini Pro ISO is a multicam switcher, a live stream encoder, a recorder, but it does not have a preview monitor and lacks the mobility of the Yolobox.

Stick around to see my upcoming posts as I record on video to compare the following features and see how they stack up.

#2 Inputs

#3 Size and Weight

#4 Power Source

...and that leads us nicely to our next difference.

#5 Mobility

#6 Switcher

#7 Monitor
#8 Encoder

Side note: ...if you love learning about OBS live streaming encoder, be sure to check out my posts about how to use OBS for live streaming.

#9 Multiple Platforms

#10 Picture in Picture

#11 Graphic Overlay

#12 Recorder

#13 Internet Connection

#14 Audio In and Out

#15 Transitions

ATEM Mini or YoloBox or ATEM Mini Pro ISO?

Watch my next posts as I compare the features on video.

One more thing... Do you see the most telltale difference between the ATEM Mini series and the YoloBox?
Reply with a comment or question.

Share this post with your friends.

Or buy me a coffee here… https://www.buymeacoffee.com/VideoLane

See you in the next one.

Adrian Lee
VIDEOLANE.COM

You can also check out the online classes and equipment you need to become a YouTuber, or just pick up the best gear for live streaming.